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New Pashchim Maharashtra depot (NPMPD), established on 30 April 1994, is 

one of the oldest companies in the Industry.

Founded over 21 years ago by the Subhash Bedmutha with two of his 

brothers, encouraged by his own ambitions and vision and motivated by his 

father Champalaal Bedmutha,  NPMPD Manufacturing Company has now 

grown from a maker of  Roofing Sheets to…... The company’s ethos of hard 

work, skill  and innovation have lent them a strong standing in the sector.

The arch has been an engineering and architectural marvel since time 

immortal. Recognizing the importance of this aspect of engineering, New 

Pashchim Maharashtra Patra Depot excels at providing innovative and self 

supported roofing technology. Taking Indian Engineering to the next level, 

Npmpd has had the opportunity to work for some of the biggest companies in 

India. Having understood the needs of its customers well, a decade ago the 

company set foot in the Indian market. We have thus excelled at providing 

customised solutions that facilitate the need for extremely safe, durable, cost 

effective, aesthetically appealing & easy to install Roofing Profiles. Unique 

features of the roofs provided by us, such as them being maintenance free and 

having longer life, stand us out. As the basic purpose of a roof is to ensure 

utmost protection to goods, machinery and people, our system caters to 

unprecedented hazards such as fire, earthquakes or hurricanes. Taking varied 

aspects into consideration while designing solutions for clients has lent New 

Pashchim Maharashtra Patra Depot the opportunity to glimpse the pinnacle of 

engineering success.



Self Supported Wide Span Roof

Self Supported Structure without Trusses, Purlins or or any Support

Trusses, Purlins or any other kind of ancillary... none of these are required to 

have NEW PASHCHIM MAHARASHTRA PATRA DEPOT installed. Roof stands on 

its own up to 36 meter-spans, thus offering  economy in both, time and energy.

Free From Holes, Nuts, Bolts & Overlaps

One of the strongest distinguishing features of our product is the mechanical 

system of panel connection which required no holes, nut/bolts, overlaps or 

sealants, adding on to the economy of costs.

Unobstructed 36 Meters of Clear Spans

Our System is a stunning success when it comes to roofing for wider spans. 

A continuous roof of up to 36 meters at a stretch can be easily and very effectively 

covered with PASHCHIM MAHARASHTRA PATRA DEPOT. The technology drives this 

essence from its formation that makes itself supported to sustain external load 

factors without any steel structure and intermediate columns.



1 This innovative technology makes our products needless of any ongoing efforts 

towards maintenance, thus completely elimination the need for constant 

safeguarding.

2
No Bird Nuisance
As our System is free of any support structures, the possibilities of any kind of bird 

nuisance in the building interiors are eliminated. Overcoming this common problem 

faced by the conventional roofing alternatives, our product ensures you cleaner and 

more hygienic factories and warehouses

3
Durable 100% Leak-proof
Our technology is full-proof against water seepage and extreme weather conditions. 

This leads to enhanced protection to goods & machinery stored in your facility, thus 

substantially reducing the costs related to product failure, rejection or damage.

4
Large Enclosed Volumes
The absence of any supports structures in our System results in larger enclosed 

volumes, which offers optimum space utilization.

5
Resistance To Damage & Corrosion
The basic purpose of a roof is to ensure utmost protection to the goods, machinery 

and people. And that's where our prime focus lies. Our System possesses certain 

dominant traits like non-combustibel qualities and higher tensile strength, which 

makes them stronger against natural calamities like fire, earthquakes or hurricanes.

Zero Maintenance

Benifits



Activities
On-sister Panel fabrication

Instant Instillation of 

1000 sq. mtrs. in just 12 hrs.

Our technology enables on-site fabrication 

of panels, thus ensuring utmost flexibility 

in work along with superior workmanship 

and enhanced efficiency.

Something which none other roof can yet 

achieve, we work with an incredible 

fabrication and installation speed of 

covering over 1000 sq. mtrs. of area in just 

12 hrs.This extraordinary  operational 

speed proves to be an excellent 

application, especially in time-bound 

construction projects where timely 

implementation holds critical importance!



HOT ROLLED

COLD ROLLED

GALVANISED

PRE-PAINTED

*HR Coil *HR Plate *HR Chequered Plate 
*HR Chequered Coil *Centring Plate *HR Slit Coil

*CR Coil *CR Sheet *CR Slit Coil 

*GC Sheets *GP Sheet *GP Coil *GP Roll 
*GP Skin Past * BGL- Bare Galvalume 

*960 Profile *Tata Profile 1070 *Tata Profile 1270 
*Coated Steel Sheet *Tiles Profile *Galvalum Profile 

*Camouflage *Color Coated Coil

ACCESORIES
*Plain Ridge *North Curve *Plain Curve 

*Z Curve *Side Curve *Front Bend 
*Full Bend *Turbo Ventilator Fan

Product Range



POLYCORBONATE 
SHEETS

MS,GP TUBES

SCREW

OTHER 
PRODUCTS

*PC Corruguated Trapezoidal Sheets *PC 960 
*PC 1070 Tata Profile *PC 1270 Tata Profile 
*PC Corrugated Big Wave Profile 
*PC Corrugated Small Wave Profile *AC Profile Sheet 
*PC Hollow Multiwall Sheet * PC Hollow Triple Wall Sheet

*MS Tube  
*GP Tube 
*CR Tube 
*ERW Tube

*Xylon - Seal HEX - HEAD Screws  
*Zinc - Seal HEX - HEAD Screws 
*Socket 
*High Speed Drill Machines

*GI Wire * Binding Wire *Barbed Wire  
*Chain Links *Weld Mesh *Hook J,L,P 
*Nut Bolts *Cutter Wheel *Nails *Fibber Sheet 
*Shed Net *Ready Centring Plates *Cement



Tata Profile 1270

Tata Profile 1070

Tata Profile 960

Pre-painted



We Offer a Range of Models through our PEB Designers and Installers :

Factory Shed  
Garage/ Car porch 
Garden Shades  
Village Homes  
 

Roof Top Extension 
Sheltered Walkways 
Rooftop Canopies 
Internal and external Designs

Ware House  
Garden Sheds
Security Guard Shelters 
Farm Houses   

Total 
roofing 
solution



Ridge

Screws

Turbo Ventilators



GI Wire

Nails

Cutter Wheel



MS, GP Tubes

HR Coil

Polycorbonate Sheets



Weld Mesh

PC Soild Sheet



APPLICATION EXAMPLES



Skylights



NPMPD Display Center / Showroom
Main Road, Madhavnagar. Dist. Sangli., Ph No: 0233 2310810, Customer care : +91 9623810810 

Sangli Office
Madhavnagar Road, BUDHGOAN- 416 304. Dist. Sangli. Maharashtra.

PREMIUM QUALITY FASTENER
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Our Brands


